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ALSO AVAILABLE ON KINDLE AND AUDIO BOOK!!!WANT TO LEARN HOW TO GROW AN

AMAZING VEGETABLE GARDEN?Perfect, keep reading and you will learn how it is done.Lets start

the right way!By deciding to grow your own organic vegetables it enables you to do several

things:Provide fresh vegetables to your loved ones.Learn a life skill which you can pass onto your

childrenRelieve yourself of any worry that you will be eating pecticidesSave moneyIf you didn't

already know, if you buy your food from the store you're probably not sure what's been added.

Â That is a huge problem!Â  You want to know exactly what you are putting in your body.By growing

your own vegetable you are eating fresh, clean, healthy food which has come straight from your

own back garden, Â there is nothing which you have to worry about.As well as freshness you want

to be able to give your children a life skill which they can take with them throughout their life. Â By

them knowing how to garden, they will have one of the most importantÂ skills they can aquire. Â No

need to worry when there's a food crisis, you will be picking your food from your garden.You will

also be more free, and have a better bank balance.When you start your gardening you will have

tasks which you may not understand. Â Luckily I will help you along your journey and when you're

finished you will have a gardenÂ which you will be proud of. :)Moreover,Â organic, fresh vegetables

truly taste so much better.I know your curious, so here is some of the things you will learnSelecting

The Perfect LocationHow To Achieve Healthy SoilWhich Tools and Plants Are Right?The 7 Top

Vegetables To Plant OrganicallyExpert Organic Vegetable Gardening Tips For BeginnersCommon

Organic Vegetable Gardening Mistakes To AvoidSound Good?Then I think this book is for

you.GARDENING ALLOWS YOU TO SAVE MONEY AND EAT HEALTHIER!You have one thing

left to do to change your garden to something which will change your life for the betterSCROLL UP

TO THE TOP AND CLICK BUY NOW!
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I love gardening and I am always on the lookout for tips and tricks about it. I have read and tried

suggestions from other books but my gardening still failed. Finding this book is like sitting on a gold

mine. Not only does this book point out the benefits of gardening, but it also suggests different ways

of improving your gardening such as making a raised bed and among others. I really had no idea on

how to properly create a raised bed for my garden. Now I have a better idea on it.The tips also from

this book on making the soil healthier arevery useful. I would definitely try them out. You have

everything you need to know about gardening from selecting the perfect location of your garden to

common mistakes to avoid. Reading this book, I found out new techniques and helpful hints for

gardening. I am motivated to grow my own food a try again after failed attempts. After all, gardening

has a lot of health benefits. If you are reading this, you should try this book and gardening. It would

do you wonders.

My girlfriend loves gardening so much that she started to buy things for her well imaginary garden I

must say but she said that it's a tiny garden so I couldn't see it. I bought her some seeds to plant

and some pots to go support her, and of course soil and fertilizers. I also need to buy her a book for

gardening as well as the tools.She started her own garden and I was amazed that some plants are

starting to grow. I thought I needed to understand why she loves doing that so I purchased some

books, well, digitally and one of the books was Simon's. I read this throughout the time while I am

travelling going to our meetings and I must say this one is very helpful indeed especially for me who

hasn't even has the interest to grow one single seed. I needed to understand gardening and this

one helped me out. Now, I watch my girlfriend waters her plants and there's this calamansi plant

that we watch to grow more fruits.Gardening isn't that bad to be a hobby after all. Thanks to Simon.

Now, I have a small tomato plant planted in one of my girlfriend's pot. ;)



I'm looking for a book on gardening, and I accidentally came across this. I never dreamed that I

would first attempt to find a book in which he explained everything that I want to learn. My wish is to

deal with organic gardening, and in this book I found all the necessary information. I learned what to

watch out for when choosing a location for the garden, the soil preparation and cultivation of plants.

Very informative and useful book!

The benefit of getting this book is you know the difference very well. If you just buy foods from

commercial farms, you do not really know how they are grown, or how much chemical pesticide or

synthetic fertilizers are they using on their products. However, if you grow your own food, you have

complete control over how you do things. You do not have to worry about any hidden chemicals in

your food because you will be the one to tend to your garden.

I have prepared a place where I plan to have my garden. I picked up this book because I want to

improve my knowledge of gardening. Here I found good advice and ideas about gardening without

pesticides. I want that my family eat healthy and fresh vegetables, and with the advice of this book, I

believe that we will have our vegetables this year.

Nelson Mandela said that one of the most important things in keeping him sane during his time in

prison - was his daily gardening. It heals the mind and appeases the spirit. So I got into garderning.

Simon Hamilton's work is a great little guidebook written to introduce readers to the benefits of not

only gardening - but organic gardening. With a proper introduction to all important elements - from

sunlight to soil quality, pH levels and gear - the author put together a very helpful and concise book.

Recommended for anyone interested in gardening - and the benefits that come along with it!

I allways wanted to have my own garden and when I bought a house I also bought some land

around it. So I've started to have my own garden. This book helped me to do this, to make my

dream true. Now if I want to eat fresh vegetables I just go in the backyard and pick out the

vegetables I want to eat. It's great. If you want to do your own garden, buy this book, read it and

apply all the advices from there and you will have a very nice garden.

It was not indicated that it is only 27 pages and not detailed. It literally felt like elementary school

while reading it. Most of the content is common sense or widely known to most people. Then there's

the price. Roughly $16 for 27 pages of content (not full pages, mind you)?? Absolutely no. I've found



other, more descriptive gardening books for cheaper and with (literally) 10x the number of pages. I

requested a refund and shipped it back today. We will see if it the process goes smoothly.
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